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Ancient Greece 2

The replacement of bronze with iron led to two great innovations:

– the replacement of the clumsy Oriental scripts with an easy-to-learn
alphabet.

– introduction of money.

As a result, some towns in Greece became strongly developed in trading and
had an independent merchant class (fighting with old-time feudals)!

These rich merchants were usually smart people with a lot of free time (also
because of slave labor).

Greeks were interested in the question Why, but not only How!
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Ancient Greece - big names 3

Thales of Miletus (624BC – 548BC) - the father of the Greek Mathematics
(and Science!)

! deviated from the world of mythology to explain world phenomena.

! Aristotle regarded him as the first philosopher in Greece.



Thales’ theorem 4

What was the Thales’ theorem saying?



Pythagoras (570BC-495BC) 5

– Also travelled to Egypt and Babylon (and learned some math there).
– Then, he found a secret society doing math among other things.
– They were very mystic (they assigned a number to everything).



Pythagoreans 6

This was their symbol:

It is known that they were familiar with at least 3 of the 5 Platonic solids:



Why are these all of the Platonic solids? 7



The Pythagorean theorem - Proof by Euclid 8

Consider the triangles ABD and FBC. Then, triangles KCB and ACE.



The Pythagorean theorem - my favorite proof 9

This is the most famous theorem, so it’s good to know at least 2 proofs:



Another Pythagorean discovery 10

Irrational numbers exist!

Pythagoreans were interested in proportions. They introduced:

– the arithmetical mean (of, say a and c is a number b, such that
b − a = c − b, i.e., 2b = a + c).

– the geometrical mean (of a and c is a number b, such that a : b = b : c, i.e.,
b2 = a · c).

What is the geometric mean of 1 and 2?

If b2 = 1 · 2 = 2, suppose that b = p
q .

Can you finish the proof for the irrationality of
√

2 from here?
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More Pythagorean’s results: Figurate numbers 11

Can you find the number of the dots on each of the pictures?

1 + 2 + . . .+ n =?

1 + 3 + 5 + . . .+ 2n − 1 =?

...



Archytas (435/410BC–360/350BC) 12

– One of the last students of Pythagoras.
– Founded his own school after Pythagoras died.

– Reported to have established the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry,
music, astronomy) as the core of the education in those days.

The 7 liberal arts were made up of the Archytas’ quadrivium plus
grammar, rhetoric and (Zeno’s) dialectic!
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Euclid (around 300BC) 13

– Considered the "father of geometry".

– Chiefly known for the book “Elements”.

– It is believed that he lived around 300 BCE in Alexandria, after Plato
and before Archimedes.



The book “Elements” 14

Actually, a collection of 13 books!

Figure: An old manuscript containing parts of Book 2, now in Pensylvania

– The oldest large-scale deductive treatment of mathematics.

– Its logical rigor was not surpassed until the 19th century!

– The most successful and influential textbook ever!

– Second in the number of editions published.
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Some results in “Elements” 15

Book I - the best known and most studied book.

Includes 48 Propositions, preceded by 24 Definitions and the famous 5
postulates!

The 5th one is longer and will be discussed in another lecture on
Non-Euclidian Geometry.



Some results in “Elements” 16

Book II - algebraic equations framed in geometric terms.

Proposition II.4 If a straight line be cut at random, the square on the whole is
equal to the squares on the segments and twice the rectangle contained by
the segments.

This is, of course, equivalent to:

(a + b)2 = a2 + b2 + 2ab.



Some results in “Elements” 17

Book III - propositions about circles.

Proposition III.22 The opposite angles of quadrilaterals in circles are equal
to two right angles.

However, this book does not contain the formulas for the circumference
(C = πd) or the area of a circle (A = πr2). Archimedes did that later!

Book IV - about inscribing and subscribing certain figures (using just a
compass and an unmarked ruler).

Book V - proportions.

Book VI - similar triangles.
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Some results in “Elements” 18

Book VII deals with facts from number theory!
Even, odd, prime, composite and perfect numbers are defined!

Here is also established the important Euclid’s algorithm:

Can we find the greatest common divisor of a and b?

The algorithm essentially uses that gcd(a, b) = gcd(a, a − b)!

Example: a = 1387 and b = 3796:

3796 = 1387x2 + 1022

1387 = 1022x1 + 365
1022 = 2x365 + 292
365 = 292 x 1 + 73

292 = 73x4 + 0.
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Some results in “Elements” 19

Books VIII and IX - other number-theory facts.

Proposition IX.20 Prime numbers are more than any assigned multitude of
prime numbers.

So, we have infinite number of primes. How can we prove this statement?

Proof.

Assume P1,P2, . . . ,Pn are all the primes. Consider P1P2 . . .Pn + 1.

The final Proposition IX.36 in the book (and the last in number theory) gives
a recipe for generating perfect numbers: If 1 + 2 + . . .+ 2k is prime, then
2k(1 + 2 + . . .+ 2k) is a perfect number!

Books X, XI and XII - on irrational numbers and properties of solids.
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Archimedes (287BC-212BC) 20

Eccentric genius, who dominated the mathematical landscape. Talented, but
also able to devote completely to a problem!



Archimedes 21

..forget his food and neglect his person to that degree that when he
was occasionally carried by absolute violence to bathe or have his
body annointed, he used to trace gemetrical figures in the ashes of
the fire, and diagrams in the oil on his body ...

–Plutarch

We also have the Eureka story...!

Archimedes also had a good intuition for practical problems. He advanced
optics and mechanics, and constructed weapons to defend his city of
Syracuse, in 212BC.

He found the area of the circle, the surface area and the volume of the
cylinder and the cone!
His method of the inscribed and circumscribed polygons was used up until
the 17th century.
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Apollonius of Perga (240BC-190BC) 22

Primarily an astronomer. He wrote a systematic work about the so-called
conic sections.

These 4 conic sections have special properties.
For instance: A parabola is the set of all points at an equal distance from a
given point and a given line.



Ancient Greece - the other side of mathematics 23

Remember: The Greeks also asked some questions that turned out to not be
very reasonable:

· Trisecting the angle (proved to be impossible in 1837 by Pierre
Wantzel)

· Doubling the cube (proved to be impossible in 1837 by Pierre Wantzel)

· Squaring the circle (proved to be impossible in 1882 by the
Lindemann–Weierstrass theorem)



Hindu mathematics 24

Brahmagupta (about 628AD) - the leading Indian mathematician from that
time.

His most famous formula below generalizes Heron’s formula for the area of
a triangle.

S =
√

(s − a)(s − b)(s − c)(s − d),

where s is the semiperimeter of the quadrilateral.



More on Brahmagupta 25

– Brahmagupta’s formula is not always true! Works only for
quadrilaterals inscribed in a circle.

– Systematized arithmetic of negative numbers and the 0 is first found in
his work!

– First one to give a general solution to the linear Diophantine equation
ax + by = c



Arab mathematics 26

The spread of Islam in the 7th century AD led to Arab conquests over many
territories including Damascus, Jerusalem and Alexandria.

To Baghdad were called scholars from Syria, Iran and Mesopotamia!

The caliph al-Mamun (809-833) is said to have had a dream in which
Aristotle appeared. Then, al-Mamun decided that a lot of Greek works
should be translated to Arabic.

Al-Mamun established in Baghdad a “House of Wisdom” comparable to the
Museum in Alexandria.
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Arab mathematics 27

One active translator in the House of Wisdom was the mathematician and
astronomer Mohammed ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi:

– Wrote 2 books on arithmetic and algebra of fundamental importance for
the spread of the numeral systems and operations used by the Hindus!

– From his name comes the name ’algorithm’.



Other names in Arabic mathematics 28

– Omar Khayyam (gave geometric solutions to cubic equations)

– Al-Kashi (approximation of π unbeaten till 1500s, rediscovered the
Pascal’s tringle)

Overall, Islamic (Arab) mathematicians were more attracted to algebra and
trigonometry than to geometry (with the exception of Euclid’s 5th postulate).


